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EXT. RUTTED ROAD/RANGE ROVER - DAWN1 1

‘BILLY DON’T WEEP FOR ME’ by NIK JONES plays faintly, 
growing louder. A battered modern RANGE ROVER crests the 
hill and descends the rutted road.

The HORIZON is golden, the sky above warm and purple 
pregnant as the sun sneaks up on it. The RANGE ROVER 
bounces and jostles. 

INT. RANGE ROVER/RUTTED ROAD - CONTINUOUS2 2

Heavy hands grip the steering wheel their calloused palms 
scratching the vinyl. Thick fingers tipped by tiny cuts 
tap in time to the music. 

A MIDDLE AGED MAN stares out at the road ahead. Through 
the windscreen an OLD BARN approaches. The music rises as 
the Man pulls the Range Rover up to the barn.

EXT. BARN - CONTINUOUS3 3

The music cuts out. 

The Man climbs out, opens the rear door and reaches in. He 
pulls out a STAINED CANVAS BAG and a LARGE ILLUMINATED 
BOOK. He slams the car door and heads toward the barn. 

He slides open the main door wide enough to step through. 

INT. BARN/WORKSHOP - CONTINUOUS4 4

The open door throws a shaft of light into the room. Dust 
motes whirl as the room is dimly revealed. A STAND is set 
up with a cloth draped over TWO large, upright OBJECTS.

The man flicks an OVERHEAD LIGHT on and heads across to a 
work table. He lays the bag and the book carefully on the 
table then opens the book. 

The manuscript looks MEDIEVAL and shows DIAGRAMS of TOOLS. 
The man draws an OILSKIN wrapped object from the bag. A 
CHISEL with a RED HANDLE and a peculiar blade that ends at 
a TRIANGULAR TIP.

The man compares it to an image in the book; the two tools 
are identical. He grunts with satisfaction and inspects 
the tip, which GLITTERS, razor-sharp, in the harsh light. 

The Man crosses to the stand and pulls the CLOTH OFF 
revealing two identical hideous 15th century GROTESQUE’S 
of THE GREEN MAN. 
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One is weathered, damaged and clearly the original. The 
other, a pristine copy cut in eerily similar stone, is 
unfinished. 

The man runs the tips of his fingers over a series of 
delicate FURROWS on the original. He brushes the tip of 
the chisel down a furrow: it fits perfectly.

The man SMILES.

He picks up a DUMMY - a carvers round-ended mallet - and 
positions the chisel tip on the same spot on the copy, 
which is smooth and unmarked. 

He takes a breath and raises the dummy. 

Then stops, his striking arm cocked, and glances up at the 
electric light overhead. His brow furrows. He puts his 
tools down and walks over to the wall behind. 

He throws open a pair of SHUTTERS letting the DAWN LIGHT 
and inside. His mists in the frosty air as he flicks the 
overhead light off. 

The man strides back across to room to the far wall. The 
Grotesque’s are heavily backlit their features half hidden 
in jagged shadows. 

The man reaches out and grips a second set of shutters in 
the far wall...

CUT TO:

EXT. SHUTTERS/MEDIEVAL WORKSHOP - TIME CUT5 5

The shutters are thrown open. 

A 15th century STONE CARVER stands in the window framed by 
second pair of open shutters visible in the opposite wall. 
He turns revealing a STAND on which sits the half finished 
GROTESQUE. 

The carver crosses to his stand and picks up his DUMMY and 
a CHISEL with a worn WOODEN HANDLE and a familiar 
triangular tip. He positions it on the Grotesque and cocks 
his arm. 

The dummy falls...

CUT TO:

INT. MODERN WORKSHOP/GROTESQUE - TIME CUT6 6

A FLAT CRACK as the dummy strikes the RED HANDLE of The 
man’s chisel. The triangular tip drives into and along the 
stone, carving a perfect furrow. 
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The man smiles and flexes his arm for a second strike. 

CRACK. 

CUT TO:

INT. MEDIEVAL WORKSHOP - TIME CUT7 7

The dummy strikes the WORN WOODEN HANDLE and the old 
chisel continues the furrow, spitting chips of stone as it 
goes.  

The carver begins to hum. The tune is faintly familiar, a 
distant relative of ‘Billy Don’t Weep For Me.’ The Carver 
falls into an easy rhythm, working the stone as he hums.   

Framed from the rear, between the two windows, the 
carver’s arm flexes, the sharp bites of the chisel and the 
patter of falling stone chips accompany his voice.  

CUT TO:

INT. MODERN WORKSHOP/OPPOSITE WINDOW - TIME CUT8 8

Framed from the front, between the two windows, The Man 
sings ‘Billy Don’t Weep For Me’ as he works the chisel 
along the stone, revealing the furrows as he works.

Back and forth, the men’s voices mixing, the sounds of 
striking and tone chips scattering blinding into one 
another, time flips as easily as an eye-blink. 

The two men become one through the chisel. It bites into 
the 15th century stone and chips fall through modern air. 
The Man leans in and the carver runs his thick, cut-tipped 
fingers down the furrow.

His finger snags and he pulls it away, blood wells. The 
man sucks his finger. 

The men work as one. The shadows lengthen around them as 
time passes and the grotesque accumulates details. It’s 
impossible to tell whether the details are recreated or 
revealed. 

EXT. BARN - DUSK9 9

Darkness gathers.

INT. MODERN WORKSHOP/GROTESQUE - CONTINUOUS10 10

The man gazes down at his grotesque then over at the 
original beyond. Damaged parts of the original are carved 
with exquisite precision on the copy.
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The man places his tools on the stand and drapes the cloth 
over the two grotesques. He crosses to the shutters beyond 
and gazes out over the darkening landscape. 

CLICK. 

He flips the overhead light on, which chatters into life. 
The man slides the shutters closed and crosses back across 
the room to the opposing shutters. He grasps hold of 
them...

EXT. MODERN WORKSHOP/SHUTTERS - CONTINUOUS11 11

The man draws the shutters closed. 

INT. MODERN WORKSHOP - CONTINUOUS12 12

The man turns from the window and shrugs into his jacket. 
He pulls his DARKENED PHONE from his pocket and switches 
it on as he strolls down the workshop to the main door at 
the far end. 

The phone bursts into life with a jolly chime. 

As the man gazes down at the screen a MESSAGE RECEIVED 
icon pops up. He stands by the door reading his message as 
he reaches out to flip the light off. 

CLICK.

Darkness. 

The door swings open silhouetting the man in the frame. 

EXT. MODERN WORKSHOP/MAIN DOOR - CONTINUOUS13 13

The man looks up from his phone and blinks in the bright 
sunlight unable to see.

CUT TO:

EXT. MEDIEVAL WORKSHOP/YARD - TIME CUT14 14

The yard outside the medieval workshop is revealed: a CART 
stands in the yard a HORSE eats from a trough nearby. The 
RUTTED ROAD winds off into the distance, rising as it 
crests the hill. 

The carver, looking tired, heads over to the grazing 
horse. 
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EXT. RUTTED ROAD - NEAR DARK15 15

The carver bounces in the cart as the horse pulls it up 
the rutted road. The carver sings softly to himself. The 
song is familiar, ‘Billy Don’t You Weep For Me.’

The carver crests the hill in the cart as the song drifts 
across the landscape, carried on the breeze. 

FADE OUT.
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